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Reducing Memory Allocations in Lazy Functional Programs
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Abstract
Lazy evaluation is an evaluation strategy in programming languages, especially in func-
tional programming languages, which delays the evaluation of an expression until its value
is demanded. Lazy evaluation brings advantages. One of the important advantages is
to enable the program to avoid unnecessary evaluations. Another advantage is to help
programmers write clear programs. For example, in case of linked list, programmers can
divide a function into generation of a list and consumption of the generated list. Thus,
lazy evaluation signicantly contributes to the modularity of a program.
However, lazy evaluation has signicant run-time overheads for building many as-yet
unevaluated expressions, or thunks. Because thunk allocation is a space-consuming task,
it is important to reduce the number of thunks in order to improve the performance
of a lazy functional program. Previous researches have been devoted to static analysis
algorithms to make functional programming language systems ecient. One of major
static analysis algorithms is strictness analysis, which searches for expressions that need
not to delay. If the algorithm nds such an expression, the compiler can generate code
that does not allocate a thunk for this expression. Although strictness analysis algorithms
eectively reduce thunk allocations in many cases, some thunks are unable to be reduced.
For example, thunks for linked list cannot be decided statically whether they are necessary
or not because we do not know how long the list is demanded. Thus, we need a dynamic
approach.
To eliminate thunks dynamically, this paper proposes a mechanism named thunk recy-
cling. Thunk recycling suppresses thunk generation by reusing and updating an already
allocated thunk at the tail of a list, on the condition that the thunk is singly referred. This
mechanism guarantees that reused thunks denitely satisfy this singly referred condition
on the basis of a static analysis with program transformations.
This paper addresses a series of the research of thunk recycling.
First, we present the formal account of thunk recycling. We present a small-step
operational semantics of the thunk recycling and show the correctness of this mechanism
on the basis of bisimulation. Intuitively speaking, the correctness means that internal
states in which a program is executed are regarded as being the same except for the
dierence induced by thunk recycling.
Second, we present an sophisticated implementation of thunk recycling in Glasgow
Haskell Compiler (GHC), which is a state-of-the-art and de facto standard compiler and
runtime system for Haskell. On top of this implementation, we explain various design
choices and implementation techniques. We also describe the knowledge of the imple-
mentation obtained from our experience that used GHC for the base of a programming
language research. In particular, the fact that GHC is written by Haskell contributes to
its extensibility.
Third, we present experimental result of our implementation of thunk recycling. We
can see that there were plenty of eliminations for the total memory allocations. the results
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2.5.4 GHC ?????
GHC ????????Core ???STG ???C   ??????????







???STG ??? Core ?????????????????????
 ????????????????????
 let ???????????????????????????????????
????????Core ??? let ??????????????????????






























? 2.3: GHC ????????
2.5.5 ?????????
GHC ????????????????????????????????????




?????2.4 ????? Haskell ??????????????????? 2.3 ??





??????? m ???????????? n ????????????????




















? 2.4: GHC ??????
??????????????????????????????????? head
?? tail ?????????? 2 ????
??? ????????????????????????? return????????






???????? Info Table ???????????GHC ? x + y + z ??????
???????? 2.4 ??????????????????????????? Info
Table ?????????????????????????????????????
THUNK ???????????????????????????2.5.5 ?? CONS_2_0
??????? THUNK_1_0 ? THUNK_0_1 ????????????????????
???????? 2.4 ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? x ??????????? 1 ?????y ? 2 ???

































1. ???????????????????? Info Table ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????update frame???????
2. Info Table ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????
3. ???????????????? ????????? GHC ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? Info Table ?????????
???
4. ?????????????????????????????????????


























?????? Haskell ????????GHC ??????????????????
??????
 Bump ?????

















































???????????????????????? Thunk Recycling ??????
??????2 ????? enumFromTo ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????? Thunk Recycling ??????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
3.1 enumFromTo ???? Thunk Recycling ???
?????????? enumFromTo ???? Thunk Recycling ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????? enumFromTo ?????? 2.1 ??????? T1?T2?T3




?? Haskell ?????????? enumFromTo ??????Thunk Recycling ???
??????????????????????enummFromTo ?????????
enumFromTo :: Int -> Int -> [Int]
enumFromTo n m | m < n = []
| otherwise = n : enumFromTo (n+1) m
26 ? 3? Thunk Recycling ?????????
Thunk Recycling ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? Thunk
Recycling ???enumFromTo (n+1) m ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? enumFromTo 1 10
???????????????????????????????
enumFromTo 1 10) Th1 :RT1fenumFromTo (n+ 1) mgfn = 1; m = 10g
) Th1 :Th2 :RT1fenumFromTo (n+ 1) mgfn = 2; m = 10g
) Th1 :Th2 :Th3 :RT1fenumFromTo (n+ 1) mgfn = 3; m = 10g
)   
??? RT1 ?????????????????T ????????????????
RTlabelfexpgfenvg
enumFromTo 1 10??????????RT1?????????? n?????????
enumFromTo ??????????????? RT1 ?????????Thunk Recycling
??????????????????????????????2.4????? T2?T3
???????????????????????????????????????








??????????????? 3.2 ???? RT1 ? C 01 ??????????????
?? O1 ?????????????????????O1 ? fn=1, m=10g ??????
?? RT1 ??????????????????????????RT1 ???? fn=2,





































3.2 Thunk Recycling ???
Thunk Recycling ??????????????????????




























































GHC ??????????(a) ? 5.3 ??(b) ? 5.4 ??(c) ? 5.5 ????????
??????????? 5.6 ????????????????(d) ?????????














?? enumFromTo ??????????? sum ???????????2.1 ?????
Haskell ????? map ????????????????????





f :: [a] -> (a, [a])
f (x:xs) = (x, xs)
?? f ??????????????? xs ???????????? xs ??????







????????????????? f ????????? f' ??????
f' :: [a] -> (a, [a])
f' xxs@(x:xs) = (x, xxs)
????* ? tail ?????????????xxs ???????????????
xxs ? tail ???????????????????tail ?????????????
?????????????? xxs ???????????????? f' ?????
??????????????? tail ??????????????????????
???????????????????xxs ??????????????????





















? 3.3:  ???????
?????????? f ??????????????? RT1 ???????????




?????????? g1 ??tail ??????????????? xs ??????
????
g1 :: a -> [a]
g1 x = let xs = [x] in x:xs
[x] ??????????? g1 ??????????? tail ???????????
???????[x] ???????????????????????????
?????????????????????? g2????????????????
g2 :: a -> ([a], [a])
g2 x = let xs = [x] in (x:xs, xs)
let ???? xs ?????? [x] ???????????????????????
????????????g2 ???????????????????????????
g2 ?? [x] ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????











3.4 Thunk Recycling ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????





data Tree a = Leaf a | Node a (Tree a) (Tree a)






























3 ?????????????? Thunk Recycling ???????????????









? let ???????????STG ???????????????????????
???????????
??????? x ? x ??????????? xt ? xt ????????????
?????? ??3.3 ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
Thunk Recycling ??????????? Expr  ?????? Expr  ??????
?????????? e  ???????   ???????? Expr ????????
Expr  ??????????\x! e ??????????Nil?Consv h v t ?????v ??
??????e  v ??case ??let ????????????????????
36 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
???
x 2 Identier
x 2 Marked Identier
????????????
e  2 Expr  ::= \x! e  j Nil j Cons v h v t j v  j e  v  j case e  of x p 
j let x = e 1 in e 2
v  2 Variable  ::= x
p  2 Pattern  ::= f Nil! e n ; Cons xh xt ! e c g
????????????
e 2 Expr ::= \x! e j Nil j Cons vh vt j v j e v j case e of x p
j let x = e1 in e2 j letreuse x = e1 in e2
v 2 Variable ::= x j x
p 2 Pattern ::= f Nil! en; Cons xh xt ! ec g
? 4.1: ?? SF
(1) ???? v  ???????? x ????????????? Thunk Recycling ?





(3) ??? case e  ofx p ? e  ???????????????e  ?????????
x ????????p ???????????????????????????




(5) ?????case ??let ??????????????????????????
????????????????
Thunk Recycling ????????? Expr ??Expr  ? letreuse ?????????
?????????????  ????????????Expr ????3.3 ?????
?????????????Expr  ???????????????????????
? 4.2 ??????letreuse x = e1 in e2 ??????????????????????
????? let ????????e1 ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? let ????
???????????????????????????????case ??????
? Expr  ????????3.3.1 ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??? x ????????????? x ??????? v ??????let ?????
? x ?????? xt ??????????????????????? e v ?????
??????????????????????????
4.2 ????????








?? C ??????????? P ?????????????????Thunk Recycling
?????????????????????????????
expr  ?? C          ! expr0 ?? P          ! expr
????expr  ? Expr  ???????????????expr0 ? letreuse ??????
Expr ????????expr ?????????????????????? Expr ??
????????
38 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
S 2 Set ::=  j S; x
C :: Expr  ! Set! Expr
C[[\x! e ]] S = \x! C[[e ]] S
C[[Nil]] S = Nil
C[[Cons v h v t ]] S = Cons (replace v h S) (replace v t S)
C[[v ]] S = replace v  S
C[[e  v ]] S = (C[[e ]] S) (replace v  S)
C[[case e  of xf
Nil! e n ;
Cons xh xt ! e c g]] S
=
case (C[[e ]] S) of xf
Nil! C[[e n ]] S;
Cons xh x

t ! C[[e c ]] (S; xt)
C[[let x = e 1 in e 2 ]] S = let x = C[[e 1 ]] S in C[[e 2 ]] S
replace :: Variable  ! Set! Variable
replace xt S = if xt 2 S then xt else xt
? 4.2: ??????? C ? ???? replace
??????????????????????
4.2.1 ??????? C
? 4.2 ??? C ?????? replace ?????? C ??????? Expr  ? Set ?
?????Expr ????????????????????????????????
? tail ?????????  ??????????????????????????
???????????????? Set ?? ???????????????????
????case e  of x f    ; Cons xh xt ! e c g ??????????? xt ? Set ???




?? P ??let ???????????????????????????????











let x0 = e0 in
let x1 = e1 in
let x2 = e2 in
case e3 of x3 f Nil! Cons x0 x1;
Cons xh xt ! Cons x0 x2g
????????????x1 ? x2 ???? Cons ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????1???2????
?????????let ? letreuse ??????????????????????
let x0 = e0 in
letreuse x1 = e1 in
letreuse x2 = e2 in
case e3 of x3 f Nil! Cons x0 x1;
Cons xh xt ! Cons x0 x2g
40 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
P :: Expr! Expr
P [[\x! e]] = \x! P [[e]]
P[[Nil]] = Nil
P [[Cons v1 v2]] = Cons v1 v2
P [[v]] = v
P [[e v]] = P [[e]] v




t ! ec g]]
=




t ! P [[ec]]g
P [[let x = e1 in e2]] =
if spine e1 x = None && spine P [[e2]] x = Once
&& occ e1 x = T && occ e2 x = T
then letreuse x = P[[e1]] in P[[e2]]
else let x = P[[e1]] in P[[e2]]
? 4.3: ??????? P




??????? P ?? 4.3 ??????????? occ ? spine ????? 4.4 ??
???? P ?????? C ??????????????????? letreuse ????
???????????????? P ? Expr ?? Expr ??????????let ??
????letreuse ???????????????? occ ? spine ?????????occ
???????????????????? Cons ?????????????????
(1) ?????????spine ? (2) ? (3) ???????????spine ??letreuse ?
?????????????????????????? NoMore ????(3) ???
????????????" ? None < Once < NoMore ??????????????
????????????
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Reuse = None j Once j NoMore
spine :: Expr! Variable! Reuse
spine (\x1 ! e) v = None
spine Nil v = None
spine (Cons v1 v2) v = if v2 = v then Once else None
spine v1 v = None
spine (e v1) v = None




t ! ecg) v
=
if spine e v = None
then spine en v " spine ec v
else NoMore
spine (let x1 = e1 in e2) v =
if spine e1 v = None
then spine e2 v
else NoMore
spine (letreuse x1 = e1 in e2) v = NoMore
occ :: Expr! Variable! Bool
occ (\x1 ! e) v = occ e v
occ Nil v = T
occ (Cons v1 v2) v = v1 6= v
occ v1 v = v1 6= v
occ (e v1) v = occ e v && v1 6= v




t ! ecg) v
= occ e v && occ en v && occ ec v
occ (let x1 = e1 in e2) v = occ e1 v && occ e2 v
? 4.4: ??????? P ?????
42 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
4.2.3 ????
??? expr  2 Expr  ??????????????? C ? P ????????
expr  = let xnil = Nil
in case (let x1 = let x2 = Cons xnil xnil
in Cons xnil x2
in Cons xnil x1) of xp1 f
Nil! Nil
Cons xh1 xt1 ! case xt1 of xp2 f
Nil! Nil
Cons xh2 xt2 ! xt2gg
? 4.5 ??? C ? expr  ???????????????????????????
? C ???????????????????????????????? 3 ?????
 case?????????????????????????4.5??2?? Consxh1xt1
??3?? Cons xh2 xt2??
 ???????????????????????? Set ? tail ????????
???? 4.5??2?? (xt1) ??3?? (xt2; xt1)??
 Set ????????????????????? ?????????????
??? 4.5??4?? xt1 ? xt2??
?? C ?????????????????????  ?????????????
?? P ???????? C ??????????????? 4.6 ?????? P ??
????
???1????????? let ?????? xnil ??????? tail ???????
?????????????????????????????????????letreuse
????????????????
spine Nil xnil = None
spine (P[[case (let : : :) : : :]]) xnil = NoMore
occ Nil xnil = T
occ (case let : : :) xnil = F
4.2. ???????? 43
C[[expr ]]  ) let xnil = C[[Nil]] 
in C[[case (let : : :) of xp1 f
Nil! Nil
Cons xh1 xt1 ! case xt1 of xp2 f: : :g]] 
(1)
) let xnil = Nil




t1 ! C[[case xt1 of xp2 f: : :g]] (xt1)
(2)
) let xnil = Nil








t2 ! C[[xt2]] (xt2; xt1)gg
(3)
) let xnil = Nil










? 4.5: ??????? C ????
44 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
P [[let xnil = Nil




t1 ! case xt1 of xp2 f: : :g]]
(1)
) let xnil = P [[Nil]]
in case (P[[let x1 = let x2 = Cons xnil xnil
in Cons xnil x2




t1 ! P [[case xt1 of xp2 f: : :g]]
(2)
) let xnil = Nil
in case (letreuse x1 = P [[let x2 = Cons xnil xnil
in Cons xnil x2]]




t1 ! case P [[xt1]] of xp2 f: : :g
(3)
) let xnil = Nil
in case (letreuse x1 = letreuse x2 = P [[Cons xnil xnil]]
in P [[Cons xnil x2]]




t1 ! case xt1 of xp2 f: : :g
(4)
? 4.6: ??????? P ????
4.2. ???????? 45
??? 2????????? let ?????? x1 ????????????????
??letreuse ??????????????
spine (let x2 : : :) x1 = None
spine (P[[Cons xnil x1]]) x1 = Once
occ (let x2 : : :) x1 = T
occ (Cons xnil x1) x1 = T
????3????? letreuse ?????????
????3????????? let ???2?????????letreuse ???????
???????
spine (Cons xnil xnil) x2 = None
spine (P[[Cons xnil x2]]) x2 = Once
occ (Cons xnil xnil) x2 = T
occ (Cons xnil x2) x2 = T
???????????? * ?????????letreuse ?????????? expr
??????
expr = let xnil = Nil
in case (letreuse x1 = letreuse x2 = Cons xnil xnil
in Cons xnil x2









46 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
4.3 ??????
Expr ? Expr  ??????????Sestoft ? abstract machine [44] ???????









????Q1 ? Q 1 ?????????????????????????????




??????????????????????Q2 ? Q 2 ?????????????
????????














f 2 Flag ::= T j F
w  2Whnf  ::= x : e  j [ ] j h h : h t
h  2 Location  ::= hai
t  2 ExprOrWhnf  ::= e  j w  @ a
H  2 Heap  ::=  j H ; a 7! C 
C  2 Content  ::= w  j a j (e ; f)N
   2 Environment  ::=  j   ; x 7! h 
S  2 Stack  ::=  j [Pp ] ++ S  j [Ah ] ++ S  j [Bx] ++ S  j [Na] ++ S 
w 2Whnf ::= x : e j [ ] j hh : ht
h 2 Location ::= ha; fi
t 2 ExprOrWhnf ::= e j w@ a
H 2 Heap ::=  j H; a 7! C
C 2 Content ::= w j a j (e; f)N j (e; f)R
  2 Environment ::=  j   ; x 7! h





?? tail ??????????? h h : h
 
t ??????Whnf ??e  ? h  ?????
e ? h ??????????Whnf  ???????
??????? h ?????? a ? tail ???????????????? ha; fi ?
?????????????? f ? T ????????? a ????????????
??????? tail ??????????????????????????????
????????????????tail ??????????????????????
Location  ? hai ????????????? h ????? a ???????????
???????
48 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
A  :: Location  ! Content @Address
A  hai = w @a if h (a) = w 
A  hai = (e ; f)N@a if h (a) = (e ; f)N
A  hai = H (a0)@a0 if H (a) = a0
A :: Location! Content@Address
A ha;Fi = w@a if H(a) = w
A ha;Fi = (e; f)N@a if H(a) = (e; f)N
A ha;Fi = H(a0)@a0 if H(a) = a0
A ha;Fi = (e; f)R@a if H(a) = (e; f)R
A ha;Ti = A ht if H(a) = hh : ht
? 4.8: ???? A  ? A
???? 1 ?????????????????????????????????
????????? H ??????? a ?????H(a) ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????? 2 ???????????????H; a 7! C ?????????? H
???? a ?????????? C ???????????????????????
???? H[a 7! C] ?????????? H ??? a ????????????? C
??????????????????
?????????? C  ??????? w ??????? a?????? (e ; f)N
??????????????????????? C ???????????? (e; f)R
????????????? a ?????????????????????????
????????????2.2 ?????????????????????????
?????????????????e  ? e ?????????? f ???????
?????????????f = T ????????????????????????
f = F ??????????????????????????????????N ?
R ??????????????????????????????????????
?????? e  ? e ?????????????????????????????
??????????
????? H ??????? a ??????? H(a) ??????????????
?? h ????????????? 4.8 ?????????? A  ? A ??????
????????????????????????????????????????
4.3. ?????? 49
????????????????????????C @a ??? C@a ???????
??????????A  ????????????????????????????
??????A  ???????????????????????A ??????tail
????????????????????? ha; fi ???????tail ??????
????????????????????????A ??????????
A ha;Fi = w@a ifH(a) = w
A ha;Fi = w@a1 ifH(a) = a1; H(a1) = w




????????????????????? 1 ???????????A ?????
??????????????????????H(a) ????????? tail ???
????????
???? 2 ??????????????? t  ? t ???????????????
??????????????????????????A ????????w  @ a ?
w@ a ?????????????????????????? a ??????
???? 3 ?????????????????????????????????
????  (x)???????????   ???? x????????????????
?????????????????????   ; x 7! h???????   [x 7! h] ??
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ?????????????????????x 7! h




Pp , Pp { ???????????????????? p  ???? p ???????
??????????????
Ah , Ah { h  ???? h ?????????????????????????
Bx { ??????? x ??????
50 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
Na { ???? a ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? a ????????????????
Ra {???? a????????? tail?????????????????????
????????????????????????? a ????????? tail
???????????
???????????????????????? e ???? x ????????
???? x0 ????????????????? e[x0=x] ??????????e ?p ?
p ??????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????x ????????????????? x ??
??????????a ??????????????????????????
4.3.2 Expr  ?????
? 4.9 ? Expr  ???????????????????????????????
???????   ?????????????????????????





???????????? e  x ??????Apply  ??????????? e  ??
????????????????? x ????????????e  ???????
????? Apply2  ??????case ? case e  of x p  ?????????Case  ?
?????? e  ????????????????????CaseBind  ? x ???







????VarNormalThunk  ??????????????? F ?????????
????????????
52 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
Heap  ExprOrWhnf  Environment  Stack  rule
H  \x! e     S 
) H ; a 7! x : e  x : e  @ a    S  WhnfFunc 
H  Nil    S 
) H ; a 7! [ ] [ ]@ a    S  WhnfNil 
H  Cons xh xt    S 
where   (xh) = h h ;  
 (xt) = h t
) H ; a 7! h h : h t h h : h t @ a    S  WhnfCons 
H  x    S 
where   (x) = h v ; A (h v ) = w  @ aw
) H  w  @ aw    S  VarWhnf 
H  x    S 
where   (x) = h v ; A (h v ) = (e ;F)N @ a VarNormalThunk 
) H [a 7! (e ;T)N ] e     [Na] ++ S 
H  w  @ aw    [Na] ++ S 
) H [a 7! aw] w  @ aw    S 
UpdateNormalThunk 
H  e  x    S 
where   (x) = h 
) H  e     [Ah ] ++ S  Apply 
H  x : e  @ al    [Ah ] ++ S 
) H  e [x0=x]   ; x0 7! h  S  Apply2 
H  case e  of x p     S  Case 
) H  e     [Bx0] ++ [Pp [x0=x]] ++ S 
H  w  @ a    [Bx] ++ S 
) H  w  @ a   ; x 7! hai S  CaseBind 
H  [ ]@ a    [Pp ] ++ S 
where p  = f Nil ! e n ;    g
) H  e n    S  CaseNil 
H  h h : h
 
t @ a  
  [Pp ] ++ S 
where p  = f    ; Cons xh xt ! e c g
) H  e c [x0h=xh][x0t=xt]   ; x0h 7! h h ; x0t 7! h t S  CaseCons 




) H ; a 7! (e 1 [x0=x];F)N e 2 [x0=x]   ; x0 7! hai S  Let 
? 4.9: Expr  ??????????
4.3. ?????? 53
4.3.3 Expr ?????
? 4.10 ? Expr ??????????????
CaseCons?????tail????????????????????????? tail
???????????????? x0t ???????????????? T??????







 ?????????????????????????????????? at ?
????????????????letreuse ?????????? e1 ??????
?LetreuseReuse????????????????? Ra ??????????
?????????? a ?? tail ????????????????????
Let ???????????? a ?????????????LetreuseReuse ??
???????????????????????Thunk Recycling ????????
????????????????????? P ???? letreuse ??????????
e1 ?? x ??????????????????????LetreuseReuse ? e1[x0=x]
????????????.
VarReuseThunk ???????????????????? tail ???????
??????????????????????? a ? Ra ????????????
??UpdateTail ????????????????????????? tail ????
????????????.
54 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
Heap ExprOrWhnf Environment Stack rule
H \x! e   S
) H; a 7! x : e  x : e@ a   S WhnfFunc
H Nil   S
) H; a 7! [ ] [ ]@ a   S WhnfNil
H Cons xh xt   S
where   (xh) = hh;   (xt) = ht
) H; a 7! hh : ht hh : ht @ a   S WhnfCons
H x   S
where   (x) = h; A(h) = w@ a
) H w@ a   S VarWhnf
H x   S
where   (x) = h; A(h) = (e;F)N @ a VarNormalThunk
) H[a 7! (e;T)N ] e   [Na] ++ S
H x   S
where   (x) = ht; A(ht) = (e;F)R @ at; H(a) = hh : hat;Fi VarReuseThunk
) H[at 7! (e;T)R] e   [Ra] ++ S
H w@ aw   [Na] ++ S
) H[a 7! aw] w@ aw   S
UpdateNormalThunk
H w@ aw   [Ra] ++ S
whereH(a) = hh : ht
) H[a 7! hh : haw;Fi] w@ aw   S UpdateTail
H e x   S
where   (x) = h
) H e   [Ah] ++ S Apply
H x : e@ a   [Ah] ++ S
) H e[x0=x]   ; x0 7! h S Apply2
H case e of x p   S Case
) H e   [Bx0] ++ [Pp[x0=x]] ++ S
H w@ a   [Bx] ++ S
) H w@ a   ; x 7! ha;Fi S CaseBind
H [ ]@ a   [Pp] ++ S
where p = f Nil ! en;    g
) H en   S CaseNil
H hh : ht @ a   [Pp] ++ S
where p = f    ; Cons xh xt ! ec g
) H ec[x0h=xh][x0t=xt ]   ; x0h 7! hh; x0t 7! ha;Ti S CaseCons
H let x = e1 in e2   S
) H; a 7! (e1[x0=x];F)N e2[x0=x]   ; x0 7! ha;Fi S Let
H letreuse x = e1 in e2   S
where S =  _ top of S 6= Ra0
) H; a 7! (e1;F)R e2[x0=x]   ; x0 7! ha;Fi S LetreuseAlloc
H letreuse x = e1 in e2   [Ra] ++ S
whereH(a) = hh : hat;Fi; H(at) = (e;T)R
) H[at 7! (e1;F)R] e2[x0=x]   ; x0 7! hat;Fi S LetreuseReuse






















? 4.11: expr  ???
4.4 ????
4.2.3 ????? expr  ? expr ???????????????????
expr  ????????????
expr  = let xnil = Nil
in case (let x1 = let x2 = Cons xnil xnil
in Cons xnil x2
in Cons xnil x1) of xp1 f
Nil! Nil
Cons xh1 xt1 ! case xt1 of xp2 f
Nil! Nil




?????let ????????Cons xnil x1 ???????????????????
?????????????????????xh1 ? xt1 ??????????????
???? xt1 ?????????????????????????Cons xnil x2 ???
?????????????????????????????????xh2 ? xt2 ??
????????????????????????xt2 ??????????????
???? Cons xnil xnil ??????????????
expr  ?????Thunk Recycling ?????????????????? expr ??



















xp1 xp1 xp1xp2 xp2
x2
? 4.12: expr ???
???????
expr = let xnil = Nil
in case (letreuse x1 = letreuse x2 = Cons xnil xnil
in Cons xnil x2

















?????????? ExprOrWhnf  ??????  ??????????????
? let ???????
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 let xnil = Nil in : : :  
Let 
===)
anil 7! (Nil;F)N case (let : : :) of xp1f: : :g x0nil 7! hanili 
???????Let  ???????????? anil ???????????????
??case ????????????????? Case  ????????
Case 
====)
anil 7! (Nil;F)N let x1 = let x2 : : : in : : : x0nil 7! hanili [Bx0p1] ++ [Pp 0 ]
Case  ????????????????????????????????????




anil 7! (Nil; F)N











anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ; F)N
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i










anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ; F)N
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
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CaseCons 
=======)
anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ; F)N
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i







??????????????head ?? tail ????????????????????





anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ; F)N











anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ;T)N
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i














??????????VarNormalThunk  ???????? a1 ????????
????????? T??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????




anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ;T)N
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i















anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (let x2 = : : : ;T)N
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)N
ac2 7! hanili : ha2i














anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! ac2
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)N
ac2 7! hanili : ha2i
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CaseBind 
=======)
anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! ac2
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)N
ac2 7! hanili : ha2i











anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! ac2
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)N


















anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! ac2
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;T)N
















anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! ac2
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;T)N
ac2 7! hanili : ha2i
ac3 7! hanili : hanili
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UpdateNormalThunk 
==============)
anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! ac2
ac1 7! hanili : ha1i
a2 7! ac3
ac2 7! hanili : ha2i
ac3 7! hanili : hanili












????????????? hanili : hanili@ ac3 ??????????????
4.4.2 expr ???
expr ??????????????? ExprOrWhnf ??????  ????
 let xnil = Nil in : : :  
Let
==)
anil 7! (Nil;F)N case (letreuse : : :) of xp1f: : :g x0nil 7! hanil;Fi 
Case
===)




anil 7! (Nil; F)N














a1 7! (letreuse x2 = : : : ; F)R
ac1 7! hanil;Fi : ha1;Fi








a1 7! (letreuse x2 = : : : ; F)R
ac1 7! hanil;Fi : ha1;Fi








a1 7! (letreuse x2 = : : : ; F)R
ac1 7! hanil;Fi : ha1;Fi







?????????? tail ?????? x0t1 ????????????? T ????
tail ????????????????????????? case ?? x0t1 ??????
Case
===)
anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (letreuse x2 = : : : ; F)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : ha1; Fi
x0t1
x0nil 7! hanil; Fi
x01 7! ha1; Fi
x0p1 7! hac1; Fi




???????? tail ???????? a1 ???????????????????





a1 7! (letreuse x2 = : : : ;T)R
ac1 7! hanil;Fi : ha1;Fi
letreuse




















??????????LetreuseAlloc ???? LetreuseReuse ????????
LetreuseReuse
=========)
anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)R




x0nil 7! hanil; Fi
x01 7! ha1; Fi
x0p1 7! hac1; Fi
x0h1 7! hanil; Fi
x0t1 7! hac1;Ti




??? a1 ??????????????????????????????a1 ???





anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : ha1; Fi
ac2 7! hanil; Fi : ha2; Fi
hanil;Fi : ha2;Fi@ ac2
x0nil 7! hanil;Fi
x01 7! ha1;Fi











anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : hac2; Fi
ac2 7! hanil; Fi : ha2; Fi















anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : hac2; Fi
ac2 7! hanil; Fi : ha2; Fi
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CaseCons
======)
anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;F)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : hac2; Fi












??? case ??????????????? x0t2 ?????????????????
?????????????????? tail ???????????????????




anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;T)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : hac2; Fi

















anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;T)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : hac2; Fi
ac2 7! hanil; Fi : ha2; Fi
ac3 7! hanil; Fi : hanil; Fi
hanil; Fi : hanil; Fi@ ac3
x0nil 7! hanil; Fi
x01 7! ha1; Fi
x0p1 7! hac1;Fi
x0h1 7! hanil; Fi
x0t1 7! hac1;Ti
x02 7! ha2; Fi
x0p2 7! hac2;Fi





anil 7! (Nil; F)N
a1 7! (Cons x0nil x0nil;T)R
ac1 7! hanil; Fi : hac2; Fi
ac2 7! hanil; Fi : hac3; Fi
ac3 7! hanil; Fi : hanil; Fi
hanil; Fi : hanil; Fi@ ac3
x0nil 7! hanil; Fi
x01 7! ha1; Fi
x0p1 7! hac1;Fi
x0h1 7! hanil; Fi
x0t1 7! ha1; Fi
x02 7! ha2; Fi
x0p2 7! hac2;Fi
x0h2 7! hanil; Fi
x0t2 7! ha2; Fi

????ac2 ? tail ?????????? ac3 ????????????
????????????? hanil; Fi : hanil;Fi@ ac3 ?????????????expr 
?????????????? a2 ????????????????????a1 ??
???????????????????????
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4.4.3 expr  ? expr ????????
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4.5 Thunk Recycling ????
???????????Thunk Recycling ???????????????????
?????? expr  2 Expr  ???????????? C ? P ??????????
expr 2 Expr ?????????????????\??"????????????
????? expr  ???????????? Q  = H ; t ;   ; S  ??expr ???






? 1 (????) expr ?? letreuse x = e1 in e2 ?????x ? e1 ?????????
??e2 ??????????? tail ???????????
?????? P ?????? letreuse ????????????????
???????????????? [42]?
?? 1 (???) ????   ?? 4.9 ??????????????????  ??
4.10 ??????????????????????expr  ????????????




?????????????????????? = ? ??? ???????
1. Q 1
 
===) Q 2 ???????   ? Q 2 ????Q1 ===) Q2 ???  ? Q2 ?
??????? Q 2 = Q2 ????
2. Q1

===) Q2 ???????  ? Q2 ????Q 1 
 
===) Q 2 ???   ? Q 2 ?
??????? Q 2 = Q2????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????
?? 2 (?????) ??????????????????? e  ? e ???????
???e  = e ????
 e  = \x! e 1 ^ e = \x! e1 ^ e 1 = e1.
70 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
 e  = Nil ^ e = Nil.
 e  = Cons v h v t ^ e = Cons vh vt ^ v h = vh ^ v t = vt.
 e  = v  ^ e = v ^ v  = v.
 e  = e 1 v  ^ e = e1 v ^ e 1 = e1 ^ v  = v.
 e  = case e 1 of x p  ^ e = case e1 of x p ^ e 1 = e1 ^ p  = p.
 e  = let x = e 1 in e 2 ^ e = let x = e1 in e2 ^ e 1 = e1 ^ e 2 = e2.
 e  = let x = e 1 in e 2 ^ e = letreuse x = e1 in e2 ^ e 1 = e1 ^ e 2 = e2.
?? 3 (????????) ???? p  ? fNil! e n ; Cons xh xt ! e c g ??????
? p ? f Nil ! en; Cons xh xt ! ec g ??????e n = en ?? e c = ec ????p  ?
p ??????????p  = p ????
?? 4 (??????) v  = x ^ v = x ??? v  = x ^ v = x ???, v  ? v ??
????????v  = v ????
?? 5 (??????????) ?????????????????????????
? h  ? h ??????????h  = h ????
 A (h ) = w  @ a1 ^ A(h) = w@ a2 ^ w  = w.
 A (h ) = (e ; F)N @ a1 ^ A(h) = (e;F)N @ a2 ^ e  = e.
 A (h ) = (e ;T)N @ a1 ^ A(h) = (e;T)N @ a2 ^ e  = e.
 A (h ) = (e ; F)N @ a1 ^ A(h) = (e;F)R @ a2 ^ e  = e.
 A (h ) = (e ;T)N @ a1 ^ A(h) = (e; f)R @ a2.
?????????????????????????????????? h  ???
???????????????? h ?????????????????? 1 ?? h
???????????????????????????????????????
?? e ???? f???????????????????????????????
??????? e  ? e ??????????????
?? 6 (??????????) ?????????????????????????
? w  ? w ??????????w  = w ????
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 w  = x : e  ^ w = x : e ^ e = e 
 w  = [ ] ^ w = [ ]





?? 7 (ExprOrWhnf ????) ??????????????????t  ? t ??
????????t  = t ????
 t  = e  ^ t = e ^ e  = e
 t  = w  @ a1 ^ t = w@ a2 ^ w  = w
?? 8 (????????) ?????????????????????? S  ? S
??????????S  = S ????
 S  =  ^ S = 
 S  = [Pp ] ++ S 1 ^ S = [Pp] ++ S1 ^ p  = p ^ S 1 = S1
 S  = [Ah ] ++ S 1 ^ S = [Ah] ++ S1 ^ h  = h ^ S 1 = S1
 S  = [Bx] ++ S 1 ^ S = [Bx] ++ S1 ^ S 1 = S1
 S  = [Na1]++S 1 ^ S = [Na2]++S1 ^H (a1) = (e ;T)N ^H(a2) = (e;T)N ^ e  =
e ^ S 1 = S1
 S  = [Na1] ++ S 1 ^ S = [Ra2] ++ S1 ^ H (a1) = (e ;T)N ^ H(a2) = hh : hat; Fi
^H(at) = (e; f)R ^ S 1 = S1
?? 9 (??????) ?????????????????? H ; t ;   ; S  ?
H; t;   ; S ??????????H ; t ;   ; S  = H; t;   ; S ????
 t  = t
 S  = S
 8v 1 2 V   : 9v1 2 V :   (v 1 ) =   (v1)
72 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
? 4.2: ???????


















 8v2 2 V : 9v 2 2 V   :   (v2) =   (v 2 )
????V   ?    ??????????????????????V ?   ?????
???????????????????????
?? 1 (Thunk Recycling ????) Thunk Recycling ?????????????
??????
??. ????????????????4.3 ???????????? 4.2 ?????
??????????????????????Thunk Recycling ????? Q  ??
???????????????Thunk Recycling ????? Q ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????? 9 ???? V   ? V ???????
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???? (15) ?? (17) ??????Let  ??????????????????
??????????????????? 4.9 ???????????????????
??????????????????
????????????? 1??? 1?????????????? 4.2? (1){(5)?
(7)?(9) { (15) ????????????????????????? (6)?(8)?(14)?
(16)?(17) ??????????????????????????????????
4.13 ????????????? 4.13 ???? 4.9 ?? 4.10 ????????????
?????????
???? (6) VarNormalThunk  ???????????????????????
? Na ???????????VarReuseThunk ??????????????
??????????? Ra ??????????????????
H (a1) = (e ;T)N ^ H(a2) = hh : hat; Fi ^ H(at) = (e; f)R
????S  = S ???????? 8 ?? [Na1] ++S  = [Ra2] ++S ???????
???????????
?????8??? 8 ???[Na1] ++ S  = [Ra2] ++ S ???? S  = S ???????
???????????UpdateNormalThunk  ??????????????
??????? w  ??????????????UpdateTail ????? a ?
???????? tail ????????????? w ????????????
?6????UpdateNormalThunk  ???
  (x) = h v ^ A (h v ) = (e ; F)N @ a1
???????UpdateTail ???
  (x) = ht ^ A(ht) = (e;F)R @ at ^ H(a2) = hh : hat; Fi
???????????a1 ? a2 ????????????????
H (a1) = aw ^ H(a2) = hh : haw; Fi ^ H(at) = (e; f)R
?????????????????
?????14?CaseCons  ? x0t ????????? tail ?????????CaseC-
ons ? x0t ? tail ???????????????CaseCons ???? h = ha;Ti
74 ? 4? Thunk Recycling ????????
?????A(h) ? ht ???????h t = ht ????????????????




A (ha1i) = (e 1 [x0=x];F)N ^ A(ha2;Fi) = (e1;F)R
?????? 7 ? ?? 2 ??
let x = e 1 in e
 
2





A (hai) = (e 1 [x0=x]; F)N ^ A(hat; Fi) = (e1; F)R ^ e 1 = e1
???????? 5 ???x0 ????????????????????????
??? at ???????????????? (e;T)R ?? 1 ??????????
????????????????????????????
???????? 4.2 ?????? Expr ????????????????????
?????????????????????????Thunk Recycling ???????
??????? 1 ??? 1 ?????????????? 1 ??? 2 ????????
??????????? = ????????
?????Thunk Recycling ????????????????????? expr  2
Exprm ? expr 2 Expr ????????? ; expr ; ;  ? ; expr; ;  ??? 9
???????Q 1 = Q1 ???????????Q 1 ? 1 ???????? Q 2 ? Q1






? SF ?????SF ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? C ?????????
????? P ?????? C ???????????????????????? P
??????????????????? letreuse ?????????
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Heap ExprOrWhnf Environment Stack rule
?????6?
H  x    S 
where   (x) = h v ; A (h v ) = (e ;F)N @ a1 VarNormalThunk 
) H [a1 7! (e ;T)N ] e     [Na1] ++ S 
H x   S
where   (x) = ht; A(ht) = (e;F)R @ at; H(a2) = hh : hat;Fi VarReuseThunk
) H[at 7! (e;T)R] e   [Ra2] ++ S
?????8?
H  w  @ aw    [Na1] ++ S 
) H [a1 7! aw] w  @ aw    S 
UpdateNormalThunk 
H w@ aw   [Ra2] ++ S
whereH(a2) = hh : ht UpdateTail
) H[a2 7! hh : haw;Fi] w@ aw   S
?????14?
H  h h : h
 
t @ a  
  [Pp ] ++ S 
where p  = f    ; Cons xh xt ! e c g CaseCons 
) H  e c [x0h=xh][x0t=xt]   ; x0h 7! h h ; x0t 7! h t S 
H hh : ht @ a   [Pp] ++ S
where p = f    ; Cons xh xt ! ec g CaseCons
) H ec[x0h=xh][x0t=xt ]   ; x0h 7! hh; x0t 7! ha;Ti S
?????16?




) H ; a1 7! (e 1 [x0=x];F)N e 2 [x0=x]   ; x0 7! ha1i S  Let 
H letreuse x = e1 in e2   S
where S =  _ top of S 6= Ra0 LetreuseAlloc
) H; a2 7! (e1;F)R e2[x0=x]   ; x0 7! ha2;Fi S
?????17?




) H ; a 7! (e 1 [x0=x];F)N e 2 [x0=x]   ; x0 7! hai S  Let 
H letreuse x = e1 in e2   [Ra] ++ S
whereH(a) = hh : hat;Fi; H(at) = (e;T)R LetreuseReuse




GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???







GHC ??????2.5.2 ??? 2.2 ?????????????Thunk Recycling ??
???????????????????????????????????????
? C ? P ?????????????????????? C ? P ?????????
???????????? STG ???????????STG-to-STG ???????
?????STG ???? C   ????????????letreuse ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????
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? [39] ? real ??????????????????? anna ?????????? 31
?????9520 ???????????????? GHC ? 16.4 ?????????










??????????????????? THUNK_REUSE_n???? n ????????
???????????THUNK_REUSE_2 ???? 2 ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????Info Table ??
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? 10 ????????????? THUNK_REUSE_10
?????????
???????????????????????????????????????




































2 ?????????????? 2 ???????????
?? 1 ??????????????????? tail ???????????????
??????????????
?? 2 ????????????????????????? tail ?????????
????????????????





















 Thunk Recycling ?????????????????
 ?? 1 ????????????? 1 ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????
 ?? 1 ?????????? 1 ??????????????????????
?????


















???4.2.1 ??????????? P ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????
?? 1 ??????????????????tail ???????? let ? letreuse ??
????????
?? 2 let ??????????????????????????????????
letreuse ??????????





???????????? 2 ????????????????????????? let
?? letreuse ???????????????? 1 ?????????? letreuse ??
?????????? letreuse ?????????????letreuse ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????4.2.2 ????? letreuse ????
1??????????????? tail ????????????????????????????
??
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???????????????????????????????
let x0 = e0 in
letreuse x1 = e1 in
letreuse x2 = e2 in
case e3 of x3 f Nil! Cons x0 x1;
Cons xh xt ! Cons x0 x2g





?????????????????????????letreuse ?????? let ???
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????map ? take ??????????????????????????
??????? 1 ???????????????????????????????
?????? letreuse ??????????????
????????????GHC ??????????? P ???? Expr ? let ?
letruse ?????????????????????GHC ????? STG ?????
????????????Core ??????????????????????STG ?
???????? P ???????????????????
transformP :: UniqSupply -> [StgBinding] -> [StgBinding]


















?? 1 4.3 ????????????tail ?????????????????????
??????
?? 2 ???????????? tail ??????????????







????????????????????? 2 ?????????? tail ???
????? tail ?????????????????????
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S 2 Set ::=  j S; x
Ctail :: Expr  ! Set! Expr
Ctail[[\x! e ]] S = \x! Ctail[[e ]] S
Ctail[[Nil]] S = Nil
Ctail[[Cons v h v t ]] S = Cons (replace v h S) (replace v t S)
Ctail[[v ]] S = replace v  S
Ctail[[e  v ]] S = (C[[e ]] S) (replace v  S)
C 0tail[[case e  of xf
Nil! e n ;
Cons xh xt ! e c g]] S
=
case (Ctail[[e ]] S) of xf
Nil! Ctail[[e n ]] S;
Cons xh x

t ! let xt = tail x in Ctail[[e c ]] (S; xt)
Ctail[[let x = e 1 in e 2 ]] S = let x = Ctail[[e 1 ]] S in Ctail[[e 2 ]] S
? 5.3: ??????? Ctail
?? 2 ??????? tail ?????? 4.2 ???????? C ??????? 5.3 ?
????????? Ctail ?????
? 5.3 ????????? 4.2 ??????????????case ?? Cons ????




tail x ???????????????????x ? tail ??????????????
???????????????????????????????? C ??????
Ctail ??????????4.3 ??????????????????????















? 5.4: tail ???????
5.5.2 ??1 : ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? 8 ???????
??????????????????? 3 ???? 0 ?????? 3 ??????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????





??????????????? Haskell ? case ??????
case xxs of
Nil -> ...
Cons x xs -> ...
xxs ??????????????????????????????????? xxs
????????????????????xxs ?????????????????
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caseEnt() {
tag = xxs & 0x7; // ?????
if (tag == 0) { // ????????? caseRet ???????????
Sp[1] = caseRet;
Sp++;
jump thunkcode; // ??????






tag = R1 & 0x7; // ?????
if (tag == 1) { // ??? 1 ????Nil ?????????
...
} else if (tag == 2) { // ??? 2 ????Cons ?????????
cons = R1 - tag; // R1 ?? tag ???
x = cons->payload[0]; // head ?






????????xxs ? Info Table ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????GHC ?????????? 32 ???
??????? 4 ????64 ?????????? 8 ???????????????
?????0 ?????????????????????????????????

















case ??????????????caseEnt ???????caseEnt ???????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
caseRet ?????????????? caseRet ?????????????????
?????????????????????? R1?????????????caseRet
???????caseRet ????????????????? R1 ??????????
????? case ????????????????????64 ??????????






??? GHC ????????????????? 1 ??????????????
??????????????? GHC ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 3 ???????????????List ???
???????? 0?????? 1??????? 2 ???????????????7
????????????7 ???????????????????????????
??????????? tail ??????????????????? 5.6 ?????
????0011...010000 ????????????????????????????
???????????? tail ?????????????????????????





?????????4.3 ????????????????????????? T ?
??????????????? 4.10 ? CaseCons ???????????????
??????????????????? T ???????????GHC ?????
????????????????????????????????????? 7 ?
??????????????????????????????????? 7 ???
???????????????? 4.8 ???????? A ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
tag = xxs & 0x7;
if (tag == 7)
xxs = I64[(xxs - 0x7) + 16];
??? 1 ???? 8 ??????I64[addr] ? addr ??? 64 ??????????
?????????????2.5.5 ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? 1 ????
??????I64[(xxs - 0x7) + 16]???????????????????????







?? 1 GHC ?????????????????
?? 2 ??????????????????????????




???????????? [36] ????????????? 7 ??????? 6 ???
?????????????????? 0.9% ???????????????????
???
5.5.3 ??2 : ???? tail ??????????
?? 2 ????????????? tail ???????????tail x ???????
?????????
1. x ???????????????????
2. ????????????????????????????? Cons ?????
????????
3. ???????????? tail ??????????????????
4. ?? tail ??????????????????????
?????? Ctail ??????x ??????????????????? Cons ??
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????1 ? 2 ????????????????????
??????????? 2' ???????
?? 2' tail ?????????????????? 3 ? 4?????????????
???????????????





?? 1 ???????????1 ????????????????????????
???????????????????????? 2 ????16 ?????? tail ?
?????????????????????????? 1 ????????????
90 ? 5? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???
??????????????? 4 ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????





???????????????????????????? Ctail ? case ?????
????????? xt ? e c ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????let x0 = tail x in ???
??????????????????????????????
case e  of x f
Nil! e n ;
Cons xh xt ! let x1 = g xt in f x1 g
?????? Ctail ??????
case e of x f
Nil! en;
Cons xh xt
 ! let xt = tail x
in let x1 = g xt
 in f x1
?????????????????? xt ???????????????????
?????????????????????????
case e of x f
Nil! en;
Cons xh xt
 ! let x1 = let xt = tail x
in g xt

in f x1 g
?? g ??????????????tail x ????????????????????
?????????????????? C 0tail ????? 5.7 ?????????
5.5. ??????? 91
M 2 Map ::=  j M; hxt; xi
C 0tail :: Expr  ! Map! Expr
C 0tail[[\x! e ]]M = \x! C 0tail[[e ]]M
C 0tail[[Nil]]M = Nil
C 0tail[[Cons xh xt]] (M; hxh; x1i; hxt; x2i) =
let x01 = tail x1 in let x
0





where x01 and x
0
2 are fresh variables
C 0tail[[Cons xh xt]] (M; hxh; xi) =
let x0 = tail x in Cons x0 xt
where x0 is a fresh variable
C 0tail[[Cons xh xt]] (M; hxt; xi) =
let x0 = tail x in Cons xh x0
where x0 is a fresh variable
C 0tail[[Cons xh xt]]M = Cons xh xt
C 0tail[[xt]] (M; hxt; xi) = tail x
C 0tail[[x]]M = x
C 0tail[[e  xt]] (M; hxt; xi) =
let x0 = tail x in (C 0tail[[e ]]M) x0
where x0 is a fresh variable
C 0tail[[e  x]]M = (C 0tail[[e ]]M) (C 0tail[[x]]M)
C 0tail[[case e  of xf
Nil! e n ;
Cons xh xt ! e c g]]M
=
case (C 0tail[[e ]]M) of xf
Nil! C 0tail[[e n ]]M ;
Cons xh xt ! C 0tail[[e c ]] (M; hxt; xi)g
C 0tail[[let x = e 1 in e 2 ]]M = let x = C 0tail[[e 1 ]]M in C 0tail[[e 2 ]]M
? 5.7: ??????? C 0tail
92 ? 5? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???
? 5.1: ???????????????
C?C  ???????? Haskell
????? ?? ????? ??
?? 1
????????????? 1 68 0 0
??????? C 0 0 2 60
?????????? 0 0 11 201
?? 2
????????????? 0 0 6 90
??????? C 0tail 0 0 2 85
?????????? 0 0 0 0
?? C 0tail ??????? Expr  ? Map ??????Expr ????????Map ??
hxt; xi ?????????????? xt ? Map ?????????????????
???? tail x ????????
?? 2 ????????????????
?? 1 ????????????????????????????
?? 2 GHC ????????????????????????????
?? tail x ??????????????????????
5.5.4 ?? 1 ??? 2 ???




?????????Haskell ????????????????????? 5.1 ????





??????????????????????? 1 ? 60 ???? 2 ? 85 ?????
????????????????????????????? 2??????????








? 1 ? 2 ????????? 5.8 ????????? nofib ????????????
????6 ?????????????????? GHC ? 100 % ?????????
?????????????????????? 1 ? 88.9%??? 2 ? 91.2% ????
??????????????????? 1 ??? 2 ???????????????
?????????????treejoin ? rewrite ???? 2 ??????? GHC ???
?????? 100% ?????????????????? 1 ???????????
? 100% ????????????????????? 1 ?????????????
??????????????????? 1 ??? 2 ????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????nofib ?????????????? 1 ? 2 ?
????????????? 5.9 ????????????? GHC ? 100 % ????
?????????????? 1 ? 107.8%??? 2 ? 109.6% ??????? 1???
94 ? 5? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???
? 5.9: ?????????????????
???????????????circsim ? life ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 1 ?????????????
????????cryptarithm1 ? lcss ???????????????????????
?????????????????????? 1 ????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????????GHC ?????????????????????? 1 ?????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? 2 ??
?????? GHC ?????????????????????????????? 2
????????????????????????????????????????






5.3 ??? 5.5 ??????????????????????????
1. ???????????????????????? GHC ???????????
????????????????????? Info Table ???????????
5.6. ???????? 95
????????????????? 5.10 ?????????







4. ????????????????????????????? tail ??????
??????????????????
?????????? 4.3 ???????????????1 ? VarReuseThunk ?2
? LerreuseReuse ?4 ? UpdateTail ??????1 ?????????????
????  ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????5.5.2 ????????????
??????????????Expr ??????????? Expr  ?????????









? 5.10 ?????????????? RT1????????Cons2 ????????
????????????????? 5.11??????????????????Cons1
? tail?? RT 1 ??????????????????? Cons1 ??????????
??????Cons1 ??????????????????????? tail ?? Cons2
?????????????????



















5.7 Thunk Recycling ??????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
f x y = letreuse xt = g x y in Cons x xt
????xt ???????g x y ??????????????????????? x
? y ??????????????????f ????????? f a b ??????
????????????????
1. ??????????f a b ??????????
2. ???????????f a b ??????????
3. main ??????????????????
???(1) ?????????
let z = f a b in : : : z : : :























? 5.11: Thunk Recycling ?????? GHC ?????????




????? yt ???????? f a b ??????????????????????
?????
letreuse yt = f a b in Cons x yt
????????????????? g x y ??????????? 5.12 (2) ????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? Info Table ???????????????
???(3) ??????(1) ???????????????????????????







































（1）通常サンクの強制 （2）再利用サンクの強制 （3）main から呼び出し
? 5.12: ??????????????
 ??????????????????????????????????? info





















HP += 3; // ?????????????????????
a = SP[2]; // f ??????? a ? b ?????????????
b = SP[1];
if (SP[3] != &reuse_frame_info) { // ???????????????????
goto ALLOCATE;
}
rt = SP[4].payload[1]; // ???????????????
SP -= 3; // a ? b ???????????




rt[0] = info table for g x y // ????????
rt[1] = a;
rt[2] = b;
tailobj = &rt[0]; // ??????????? tailobj ???????
goto DONE;
ALLOCATE: // ????????????
HP += 3; // ???????????????? 3 ???
HP[-5] = info table for g x y // ????????????
HP[-4] = a;
HP[-3] = b;
tailobj = &HP[-5]; // ??????????? tailobj ???????
DONE: // ??????????
HP[-2] = info table of cons cell;
HP[-1] = a; // head ?? a ?????
HP[0] = tailobj; // tail ?????????????
? 5.13: letreuse ????????????



























? 5.14 ?????????????????????? RT1 ???????????
?????????????????????????? RT1 ? Obj2 ???????


























? 5.15 ?????????????????????????????? 5.14 ??












??? ?? 1 ?? 2
??? ?? 3 ?? 4

















































??????nofib ????????????????? nofib ??????????
????????? 6 ?????????????????????????????
?????????? GHC ???? 100% ???????????
? 5.3 ????????????????????????????????100% ?
?????????Thunk Recycling ???????????????????????




?? 1 106.6% 143.5% 90.1%
atom parans
?? 2 107.0% 158.3% 89.3%
lcss parans
?? 3 106.1% 135.6% 86.0%
atom life
?? 4 106.3% 144.1% 85.9%
atom life
?? 5 104.0% 132.8% 89.3%
atom parans
?? 6 103.5% 127.0% 89.4%
atom parans
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????? 3 ????????????????????5.8.1 ???
???????????????????????? 3 ? 4????????????
???????????????????????????????????????





????????????????????? 3 ? 4 ???????????????
???? 3 ? 4 ?????? life ?????????????????? 5 ? 101.2%?
?? 6 ? 100.7% ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? 5 ? 6 ????????
???????? 5.3 ???????????? 1 ? 4 ??????? 5 ? 6 ????
???
5.8. ??????????? 105





?? 1 115.7% 113.1% 66.9% 55.1%
?? 2 10,066.9% 17,311.5% 5,740.9% 67.9%
?? 3 106.8% 100.6% 67.4% 59.5%
?? 4 7,483.2% 12,834.1% 4,171.4% 67.9%
?? 5 87.5% 74.7% 74.4% 67.9%
?? 6 89.9% 79.4% 74.4% 67.9%
? 5.3 ??????????? multiplier ????? 5.4 ?????? 2 ? 4 ???
???????? GHC ????????????? 100?? 75 ??????????
????????????????????????? 2 ? 57 ???? 4 ? 42 ???
???????????? 2 ? 173???? 4 ? 128 ????????????????








? 2 ? 4?? multiplier ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????? 5.3 ??????????????
???? 5 ? 6 ??????????? 3 ?????????????????????
????????? 5 ? 6 ???????????????????????????
??????????????? 3 ??????????????????? 1,000?
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? 5 ? 6 ????????????????
106 ? 5? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???




?? 5 146.3% 92.4% 98.5%
?? 6 137.9% 94.9% 81.1%
????? 5 ? 6 ??????????????????????????????
???????????????? 5.3 ??????????????????? 6 ?
??????????????????????????????? atom ??????


















????????????enumFromTo ??????????????? tail ?????
????????????????????????
enumFromTo :: Int -> Int -> [Int]
enumFromTo n m | m < n = []
| otherwise = n : enumFromTo' (n+1) m
enumFromTo' :: Int -> Int -> [Int]
enumFromTo' n m | m < n = []
| otherwise = n : enumFromTo' (n+1) m




enumFromTo' ???????????????? tail ???????????????





?? P ???? letreuse ????????? f ?????????????????
??????
f ::: = ::: letreuse xs = f 0 ::: in Cons xs
f 0 ::: = ::: letreuse xs = f 0 ::: in Cons xs
???????????????????? tail ??????????????
5.4 ?????????? P ? STG ???????????????? STG ???
????STG ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????GHC ? Core ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????STG ??????????????????????????










????????????????????????????? RT1 ??Obj1 ? Obj2












????????????? 5.17 ?????RT1 ???????????RT1 ????
???????? Obj1 ? Obj2 ????????????
? 5.18 ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? Info Table ?????????






































???????? Info Table ??????????????????????????
? Info Table ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????BH_THUNK_REUSE_1 ?
???????????????Info Table ???????????????????64
bit ? Linux ??? 88?????????????????? Info Table ??????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? Info Table ????? 1 ??
???BH_THUNK_REUSE_1 ????????????????Info Table ???????
?????????????????? 10 ??? BH_THUNK_REUSE_10 ???????
???????????????????????????????????????
















































































????????????? tail ??? Evacuation ??????????? 5.19 ??
???????????????????????????????? 5.10 ?????
??????????????? Info Table ???????????????????











????????????????? Evacuation ??head ?? Scavenge ????
tail ???????????? Evacuation ??Scavenge ???????????
??????











?????? 3 ?????????????????????nofib ???????
???????????????? nofib ???????????????6 ????
?????
??????????????????
?????? 5.5 ???? 1???????????????????????5.8.2 ?









???????? GHC ??????3 ?????????????????????
??6 ?????
?????????????? 5.20 ??????? Thunk Recycling ???????
?? GHC ?????? 100% ??????????????????????????
?????????? 3 ????????????????????????????

























???????????????????????? GHC ???? 95.8% ?????
????????????????????????????????????????







????? [58] ??????????? [57] ??????????????????










??????????????? GHC ?????????????? 2 ??????
2????????????????????????????GHC 7.0 ?????????????
???????
116 ? 5? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???
? 5.6: Thunk Recycling ????????? GHC ????
C?C  ???????? Haskell
????? ?? ????? ??
??????? P?5.4 ?? 0 0 2 171
?????5.8 ?? 4 175 0 0
??????5.7 ?? 3 86 23 457
????? (5.6 ?? 11 650 1 21
?????5.9.1 ?? 0 0 4 454
??????????5.9.2 ?? 16 387 2 27
??????????5.9.3 ?? 8 215 0 0
??? 15 132 8 169
?? ?? 62 1,729 ?? 61 1,735
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????? P 4.2.2 ????????????????????????????
???????????????? Haskell???????????? STG-to-STG
??????????????????? 2 ??????????





































??????????? rts ?????????????????compiler ????
?? 400 ???? Haskell ??????????????? 20 ???????????
?????????????????????????????Thunk Recycling ???
??????????????????????
118 ? 5? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ???
5.11 ??????




















GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ????
??
?????GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????? enumFromTo ??? sum ????????????????????
???????????????Haskell ???????????????? nofib ?
?????????????
6.1 ????
????Intel Core i7-3770 CPU?3.4 GHz, ????? 8MB???????? 8 GB ?
PC ???????? Linux ???? 3.11 ??????????????GHC ? -O2
???????????????GHC ???????????????????Thunk
Recycling ??????????????5.9 ??????3 ????????????
???????????????
???????????????????






















Linux ?????????????perf ?????? perf?????????????
?????????????????????????????????? Linux
????????????????????????????????????






? 6.1: ??????????: sum (enumFromTo 0 1000000)
?????? ?????? ?????? GHC
GHC GHC / ?????? GHC
?????????????? 170,061 137,689 81.0 %
???????????????? 38,109 38,082 100.0 %
?????????????? 66 66 100.0 %
???????? 1.538 1.233 80.2 %
????????? 0.880 0.707 80.3 %
??????? 0.657 0.525 80.0 %
?????????????? 254 192 75.6 %
?????????????? 7 7 100.0 %
????????????? 1,000,007 6 -
?????????????? - 1,000,001 -
????????? - 1,000,000 -
? CPU ????? 6,056,321,519 4,830,730,396 79.8 %
???????????%? 57.60 54.33 94.3 %
??????????%? 0.01 0.01 100.0 %
6.2 ??????????
2.1 ??????? enumFromTo ??? sum ???????????????????
Thunk Recycling ?????????
sum (enumFromTo 0 1000000)
????????0 ?? 1000000 ???????????? enumFromTo ??????
?????????????? sum ???????? 500000500000?????????
?????? enumFromTo ???????????????????????????
? sum ???????????? tail ??????????????




??? GHC ??? Thunk Recycling ??????????????????????
??????
122 ? 6? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ??????
???????Thunk Recycling ???????? 80.2 % ????????????
????????perf??????????????????? CPU????????
??????threadPaused ???????????????????? threadPaused
????????? GHC ? 825,887,643 ?????Thunk Recycling ??????
602,405,520 ???????????Thunk Recycling ???????????????












??? Thunk Recycling ????????????????????
6.3 nofib ???????
nofib ??????? [39] ?????????????? Haskell ????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????Haskell ???????????????
????????????????????real?spectral?imaginary ??? 3 ???
????????????
real ????????????????????????????????????
???????Haskell ????????????? parser ??????????
compress ??????
spectral ?????????????????????? real ??????????
????????????????????????????? mandel ????
???????? life ??????
























































N ????????? queens ??????







?????????? GHC ????????????????????? wheel-sieve2
? 44.8% ?????????????????




??????? 6.2 ????????????? 6.3 ???????????????
















































































































???????????? multiplier ? gcd ????????????????????





























































????????????life ? multiplier ?????????? 10 % ??????





wheel-sieve1 ? wheel-sieve2 ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
Thunk Recycling ???????????????????????????????





? Thunk Recycling ??????????????
???????????????????????????
126 ? 6? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ??????





???? ???? / ?????
life 51.5 % 54.2 % 55.7 % 30.1 % 47.8 %
?? multiplier 79.2 % 74.4 % 67.9 % 0.7 % 57.9 %
parans 84.9 % 84.2 % 63.8 % 83.3 % 87.4 %
atom 138.1 % 118.6 % 94.9 % 81.1 % 54.5 %
?? constraints 126.5 % 118.4 % 82.4 % 83.3 % 65.5 %
cryptarithm1 91.6 % 103.2 % 76.5 % 50.0 % 3.9%
6.3.4 ??????????????
??????????????? 3 ???????? life?multiplier?parans ???
?????????? 3???????? atom?constraints?cryptarithm1??????
???????
??????????????????????? GHC ? 100 % ????????






??????????????????????? tail ?????? Thunk Recycling
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????multiplier ????????????????





?? atom ? constraints ????????????????????????????
?????????? Thunk Recycling ???????????????
???????? 3 ???????????????atom ? constraints ?????
6.3. nofib ??????? 127







??? / ?????? GHC?
life 67,381 68,587 1.1 2 ?100 %?
?? multiplier 38,829 5,965,025 153.6 2 ?100 %?
parans 34,166 4,012,592 117.4 266 ?75.4%?
atom 5,990,386 2,994,016 0.5 3 ?100 %?
?? constraints 735,204 1,828,772 2.5 160 ?125 %?























128 ? 6? GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ??????
 ??????????????
 ???????????????????????????
 ????????? head ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????




?????GHC ?? Thunk Recycling ????????????????????
???
???2.1 ??????? enumFromTo ????? sum ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????Thunk Recycling ??????????????????????????







?? 87 % ???????????????????????????????????
?????? GHC ??????????????????????????????
????Thunk Recycling ?????????????????????????Thunk














?????Thunk Recycling ? GHC ??????????????????????
???6 ???????????Thunk Recycling ?????????????????
???????????GHC ? Haskell ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????GHC ???????? Thunk Recycling ????????????
?????












132 ? 7? ??
????????? Thunk Recycling ?????????????????? head ?
???????????????????????????????????????
????GHC ?????????????????????????????????









?????? Thunk Recycling ????????????????????????
?????????Thunk Recycling ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
Thunk Recycling ???????????????????Haskell ??????n ??
????????? [n..] ???????????????????????????
???????????????Thunk Recycling ????????????????





??????????????????????GHC ? Haskell ??????????
??????????????????????????GHC ????? Haskell ??
??????????????????????
7.2. Haskell ?????????? 133
7.2.1 Haskell ?????????????






1 ????????????????????????? STG ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????Core-to-Core


















????????????????????GHC ?? Haskell ???????????





7.2.3 ???? Haskell ????????? GHC































????? Thunk Recycling ???????????????????? GHC ???
????????????????????????????
7.3.2 Thunk Recycling ??????????
??????????GHC???????????????????????????
??????-ddump-prep ? -ddump-stg ?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????









????????? C ????????????????? C ??????????
??????????????????
7.4 ??????
?????Thunk Recycling ? GHC ??????????????????????
136 ? 7? ??
Thunk Recycling ??????????????????????????????





???????????????????????????? GHC ?? Thunk Re-
cycling ?????????????????????GHC ? Haskell ???????
























138 ? 8? ????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????Cheap eagerness
analysis????????????? Optimistic evaluation [7]????????????










??????Thunk Recycling ? Cheap eagerness analysis ? Optimistic evaluation ?
????????????????????????????????????
8.2 ???????????????
Thunk Recycling ?????Improving Sequence?IS?[19] ????????????











Spineless Tagless G-machie?STG?[22] ????????????????????
????????????????? GHC ???????????????????
8.2. ??????????????? 139
???STG ???update in place ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????5 ?????????????????????2 ???????
????????????????????????5 ???? 2 ??????????
??????????????????Thunk Recycling ?????????????
???????????????????????????Thunk Recycling ?????
update in place ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? update in place ??
??????3 ?????????????????????????????????
????????Thunk Recycling ????????????????????????





1 ??????????Thunk Recycling ?????????????????????
?????????????????5 ??????????????????? GHC
?????????????????????????2 ?????????????
? Thunk Recycling ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????update











140 ? 8? ????
???????????????hole ??????????????????????
???????????????????tail ?????????????^x:cons(1; x)
?????? hole ?? ^ ?????????x ????????????hole ????
???????????????????????(^x:cons(1; x)) nil ???? x ??











?????linear logic? [12] ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????linear type?[50, 52] ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????


















????????????????????????Launchbury? natural semantics [31]




?????????????????Hage ?????? natural semantics ?????
???? big-step ?????????????????????? small-step ????
????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
Hudak ????? [16] ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????




????????????????Region-based memory management?[1,46,47] ??
??????????????????????????????????????Tofte





142 ? 8? ????
































??????????GHC ? Core-to-Core ???????????????????
???7 ?????????Core-to-Core ???? GHC ?????????????
????????????????????????????????GHC ?????
?????????











????????????? push/enter ????????????????Marlow ?
??push/enter ????eval/apply ?????????????? GHC ??????
???????????????????????????????????????
???GHC ?????????????????????????????eval/apply
? GHC ????? 6.0 ?????????????????? GHC 5.04 ?????
?????????? 275 ????? 209??????????????? 90 ???




????? [28, 45, 51]????????????????????????? GHC ?
??????????????????????? Parse ?? Core ????????
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